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EXTREME POINTS OF THE SHELL OF A LINEAR RELATION

By SA-GE LEE

Let A be a bounded linear operator defined on a complex Hilbert space H with inner
product <, >. Let W(A) = {<Ax, x> : i1xil=l, xEH} be the numerical range of A.
For each complex number z, let Mz denote the subset of H, {xEH: <Ax, x>=zllxIi2}.

In [5J, M. Embry characterized the extreme points of W(A) in terms of M z • We ob
tain an analogy of her result in the setting of the shell seA) of a linear relation A in
H (Theorem). In preparing for the proof of our main result, we also get several lemmas
which might be useful in their own right.

The notion of the shell seA) of a linear relation A in a Hilbert space H was introduced
by C. Davis in [lJ, as a solid in the three dimensional Euclidean space R3. To get fa
miliar with the tools and terminologies which will be used later, we review first some rudi
ments of [1], [2].

Let G denote the extended complex plane, CU { 00}, and B the unit ball of R3. Let C,
h be a complex number and a real, respectively.

We define a mapping 0 : B--+(;, by sending (C, h) to the point zEC such that (c., h) is
located on the line passing through the point (z,O) and the north pole (0,1) of B. That

is, O(C,h)=-I~h,h=l=I and 0(0,1)=00.

Let S denote the unit sphere {(C.,h)ER3: 1C.1 2+h2=1}. The stereographic projectIOn'r

: G-+S is defined as follows. r(z)=( I+~z12' -;-~~lik2), zEC and r(=)=(O,I).

Note that O(r(z»=z, for all zEG.

A Mobius transformation J1 : G-+G is defined by sending zEC to p(z) = :~~, where

ad-bc=l=O and J1(00) =--~. This leads us to define the Mobius transformation, again
c

denoted by J1: S-+S by sending r(z) to r(J1(z», for zEG. If we put r(z)=(t;.,h), J1(r
(z» = (C/, h'), then the coordinates are related by the following matrix equation (p. 77
[1]).

l+h' aiZ ab biZ bb l+h

1';;' ae cUi be bd I';;
(1)

~' ciZ cb diZ do ~

i I-h' ce cd de dd I-h

Now if we apply the above equation (1) to the points (I';;, h), (1';;', h') of the unit ball B,

where I's are replaced by v'1t;.J2+h2, we still get a mapping, also called the Mobius
transformation J1 of B onto itself, which sends (t;., h) to (C/, h'). In the case d=a.
c=-b, the Mobius transformation J1 is just a typical rigid rotation of the unit ball B.
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Let A he a linear relation in H, that is, a linear subspace of HffiH. The shell seA)
'Of A is defined as the set all points

{( II~~ "~2' li~ij~:1J~WJ=-): (y, x) EA, (y, x) =1= (0, O)}.

(p.70. Definition 1.1 [1J). If dim(H)~3, then seA) is a convex subset of the unit hall
B (p. 304 Theorem 10. 1 [2J). Let 1= {(y, x) EA : y=x}. The point spectrum ITpeA) of.
A is defined by ITp(A) = {ZEC : (A-zI) n({(O, O)}Ef)H) =1= {(O, O)}}, with CX) adjoined if
OElTp(A-l), where A-l={(X,y)EHEJjH: (y,x)EA}. The approximate point spectrum
IT",(A) of A is the set {zEC:There is (y",x")EA-zI,llx,,II=1 and IIY"II->o.} (p.71
Definitions 2. 1-2. 5, Proposition 2. 1 [IJ). Then we have

(2)

(3)

Sns(A)=z-(lTp(A» (p.72 The0rem2.2 [IJ) and

Sns(A)=z-(IT",(A» (p.73 Theorem 2.3 [1J),

where seA) denote the closure of seA) in R3. The numerical range W(A) of A is defined
as the set {<.Y,x>: IIxll=I, (y,x)EA), with 00 adjoined in the case CX)ElTp(A) (p.73
Definition 3. 1 [1]). It is easy to see that

(4)

;and

(5)

O(,f(A» = W(A) (p.73 Theorem 3.1 [1J)

Jt(W(A»= W(Jt(A».

For the Jt as above, the Mobius transformation Jt(A) of a sucset A of HtfH (ie, a rela
tion A in H), is defined by

(6) Jt(A) = {(ay+bx, cy+dx) : (y,x)EA} (p.77 [1]).

:For a linear relation A. we have

(7) Jt(s(A»=s(Jt(A» (p.78 Theorem 5.1 [1J).

The next lemma was obtained by Embry (pp. 647-648, Lemma 1[5J).
We state it here without proof.

LEMMA 1. Let A be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H. For each com
plex number A, derwte M.l= {xEH: <Ax, x>= lIxIl2}. Let z be in the interior of a line
.segment with end points a and- b in W(A). Let x, y be vectors in H such that xEM", y
EMb with IIxll=IIyll=l. Then there exist real numbers sandt in the open interval (0,1)

.and a complex number a, lal=I suck that tx+(I-t)ayEM", and sX-(I-s)ayEM",.
·Consequently, M"cM",+M",=A.

The above lemma is extended easily to the case of a linear relation A.

LEMMA 2. Let A be a linear relation in a Hilbert space H, with oo$IT(A). For each
.complex number A, denote Y.l={(y,x)EA: <y,x>=AllxIl2}. Let Z be in the interior of
.a line segment with end points a and b in the numerical range W(A) of A. Then Yac::
Y",+Y",=A.
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Proof. Let (YI; Xl) E Ya and (Y2, X2) E Yb> IIx211 = 1. We want to show that (Yb Xl) E:: Y.,
-+ Y.,. Since oo$O'p(A), we may assume that Xl=1=O. Also, since Ym Y.,+ Y., are homo
.geneous, we still can assume that IIxll1=l. A simple computation shows that Xl and X2
must he linearly independent, by using the fact that oo$O'p(A). We consider the Hilbert
space HI spanned by Xb X2, YI and Y2. We then find a linear operator Al on HI into its
eH such that AIXi=Yi, i=1,2. By applying the previous Lemma 1, we see easily that
(YbXI)EY.,+ Y." and that YacY.,+ Y.,. Now A= U {Ya : aE W(A)} cY.,+ Y." ie, A=
Y.,+Y., (d. p.648 Proofs of Lemma 1, Theorem 1 (iii), [5J). Q.E.D.

CoROLLARY 3. Let A be a linear relation in H with 00$0'peA). Let zE W(A) and Y.,
be as in the above lemma. If Y" is a linear suhspoce of A, then z is an extreme point

.of W(A) (d. p.647 Theorem I(i) [5J).

Proof. The proof is similar with that of Theorem I(i), p. 648 [5J and omitted.
Q.E.D.

LEMMA 4. Let A be a linear relation in a Hilbert space H. Let p be a Mobius trans
formation of A onto another relation A' in H, by (y,x)->(ay+bx, cy+dx), ad-bc=l=O.
Then the f olluwing /wld.

(i) A' is also a linear relatWn and p is a topological linear isomorphism on A onto A',
,with respect to the norms 1I(Y,x)II=I\YII+llxlI, (y,x)EA and also for (Y,x)EA' •

(ii) If A is closed, so is A'.

Proof. The verifications are elementary and omitted. Q. E. D.
The next lemma is also considered as a natural generalization of theorem 1 (ii) , p.

'647 and Lemma 2, p. 648 [5J. But our proof appears more translucent in the new setting
-of the linear relation.

LEMMA 5. Let A be a linear relation in a Hilbert spoce H with 00$0'peA). As in Lem
.-ma 2, let Y..= {(y,x) EA : <Y, x>=AllxIl2} for a complex number L Let ZE W(A) and L
.he a supporting line of W(A) through z. Then the folluwing hold.

(i) A 1= U{Y.. : AELn W(A)} is a linear suiJspoce of A.
(ii) If z is an extreme point of W(A) then Y" is a linear suiJspoce of A
(iii) AI=A ifand only if W(A)cL
(iv) If A is crosed, so are Al and Y"

Proof. (i) Note that oo$W(A), since oo$O'p(A). We can find a suitable affine trans
formation p of the plane such that the following is true. p(W(A» is contained in the
-closed left haH-plane, with respect to the imaginary axis, peL) is the imaginary axis
and p(z)=O, the origin of the plane. Note that p(W(A»=W(p(A», by the identity
(5). Let [p(A)J denote the set of all (y,x)EHaJH such that (y,u), (v, x) Ep(A) for
some u, VEH. Clearly p(A)c[u(A)J. We consider the real valued functional f on [p
(A)J, defined by fey, x) =Re <Y, x>, where (y, x) E[p(A)J. Note thatf is a bilinear fo

rm on [peA)] with respect to the real scalar multiplication. Let p(A)1= ley, x) Ep(A) :
Re <y, x>=O} = {(y, x) Ep(A) : fey, x) =O}. We claim that fl(A)l is a linear subspace of
fleA). bt (y;, x;)E.u(A)r, i=1,2. Then f(Yl+Y2, Xl +x2)=f(Y2> Xl) +f(Yb X2)<0.
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Similarly f(YI-Y2, Xl-X2) = -f(Y2' Xl) -fey!> X2) <0.
ff follows that f(YI+Y2, XI+X2) =0, proving that /l(A)l is linear. But a simple comp

utation shows that /l(Al)=/l(A)l' Therefore Al is linear as well, by Lemma 4 (i).
(ii) Let Z be an extreme point of W(A).Weconsider /l(A)o={(y,X)E/l(A): <Y,x>

=O}, where /l is as in the proof of (i) above.
Since /l(Yz)=/l(A)o, it only needs to show that /l(A)o is a linear subspace of /leA).

But /l(A)o={(y,X)E/l(A)l: lm<y,x>=O}.Since 0 is an extreme point of /leA), we see
that 1m <y,x><O,for all (y,x)E/l(A)I or 1m <y,x»O,for all (y,x)E/l(A)I.Let [/l
(A)IJ be similarly defined as [/l(A)J above. We consider again a real bilinear form g on
[£l(A)IJ by defining g(y,x)=1m <Y,x>, for (y,x)E[/l(A)lJ. By the same procedure as
for /l(A)I and f above, we can conclude that /l(A)o is linear.

(iii) Obvio~. (iv) It follows from Lemma 4 (ii). Q.E.D.
The necessity implication of the next proposition was overlooked in [5J even for a

bounded operator A.

PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a linear relation in a Hilbert space H with oo$qP(A). Let
Y. denote as in the above Lemma 5. Define A I = U{ Y. : AEL nW(A)}. Then Al is linear
if and only if L is a supporting line of W(A) through z.

Proof. We only need to prove the necessity. First observe that every point AEL nW
(A) can not be located in the interior of a line segment whose end points a, b are in W
(A) and a$Ln W(A). For, if it were, then Yacy.+Y.cAl+AI=Ah by Lemma 2,
a contradiction. Q. E. D.

LEMMA 7. Let A be a linear relation in a Hilbert space H. Let

2<y,x> h( ) -lIxIl
2
+llyIl2 and ( )_(1'( ) ( »C(y, x) Ilx1l2+ lIyll2 ' y, x Ilx1l2+ lIyll2 s y, X - ... y, x, h y, x EB, the

unit .ball of R3, for (y,x)EA, (y,x)*(O,O). Let fJ be the uniquely determined number,

O<fJ~oo such that sup{h(y,x) : (y,x)EA"-'{(O,O»)}= -;.~+/ ' that is, fJ is the no

rm IIAII of A (of P.81 Definition 7.1 [1J). Then the following hold.

(i) Let hI ~~~r. Then the set AI={(y,x)E::A: (-lIxIl2+lIyIl2)=h l (lIxIl2+lIyI12)}

is a linear relation.
(ii) If A is closed, so is A l .

Proof. (i) If hI=l, namely {3=oo, then the proof is obvious. Let -l:::;;h<l. It is im
mediate to see that A l= {(y, x)EA : lIyll={3l1xll}, and lly/l<{3l1xll for all (y,x)EA. Now
let (Yi,X,)EA!> i=1,2. By the parallelogram law, IlYI+Y2/12+lIYI-Y2112=211YIII2+211Y2112

=2fP(lIxI1I2+lIx2112)=p2(/IxI+x2112+/IxI-x2112). Therefore, /IYI+Y2112=p2l1xI+x2112+p2l1xI
-x2n:~>fP(/IxI+x2112), since /IYI-Y211<fJllxI-x2/1. But IIYI+Y211<{3l1xI+x211. It follows
that IIYI+Y211=,8l1xI+x211 and (YhXI)+(Y2>X2)EA1.

(ii) Straight-forward. Q. E. D.
Our main theorem is an analogy of Theorem 1 (i) [5J of Embry.

THEOREM. Let A be a linear relation in a complex Hilbert space H of dimension> 3.
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For each u=CC,h)ESCA), where C is a complex number, h a real, let Y,,={Cy,x)EA:
2(y, x)=CCllxIl2+ lIyll2) and -lIx1l2+ lIyl12 =hCllx1l2+llyIl2)}. Suppose that u is a boundary
point of seA) Then u is an extreme point of seA) if and only if Y" is a linear subspace
of H.

Proof. In the case that uES, the unit ball, the assertion can be proved easily by the
identity (2). Now let u$S. Let L denote a supporting plane of seA) through u. we
draw a straight line from the origin of S to the direction of the open halfspace determined
by L, that does not meet with sCA), such that the line is also perpendicular to L. Let v
be the interesction of S with this line. Then v$s(A). Let p. be a Mobius transformation
of B which brings v to the north pole of B, by a rigid rotation. Then p.(v)$s(p.(A))
by (7).

Now let L' denote the plane rotated from L by p.. Clearly L' is a supporting plane of
s(p.(A)) at p.(u) and it is parallel to the complex plane. Let Yw={(O,O)} U{(y,X)EP.
CA) : s(y,x)=wEs(p.(A))}. Let P.(A)l={Yw: wEL'ns(p.(A))}.

By Lemma 7 (i), 'p.(Ah is a linear subspace of p.(A). Note that s (p. (A) 1) =L' ns(p.
(A))=p.(Lns(A)). Let- Y= U {Yw : wELns(A)}.

We claim that p.(Y)=P.(A)l and

(8) p.(Y,,)=Y,uCu)

We shall only verify (8). Let (y,x) EY", so s(y,x)=u (See Lemma 7 for the notation
of s(y,x). Then p.(u)=p.(s(y,x))=s(p.(y,x)), by (6). It follows that p.(Y,x)=Y,ucu),

Now W(P.(A)l)=O(s(p.(A)l)),by (4). Note that 0 is a one to one correspondence which
sends a line segment to a line segment. Let Y 8C,uC,,)) = {(y, x) Ep.(A)l : <y,x>=O(p.(u))
IIxI1 2

}.

It is immediate to see that

(9) Y,uCu) = Y 8C,uC,,))

Now we have the following chain of equivalent statements from (a) to (g).
(a) u is an extreme point of seA).
(b) p.(u) is an extreme point of s(p.(A)).
(d) p.(u) is an extreme point of S(P.(A)l)
(e) O(p.(u)) is an extreme point of W(P.(A)l)
(f) Y /lCU) is linear (Corollary 3, Lemma 5 (ii) and the above (9))
(g) Y" is linear (the identity (8)). Q.E.D.

REIVIARK. Let u be an arbitrary point of seA) in the above theorem. Question: If Y .. is
linear, must u lie on the boundary of seA)? We conjecture that the answer is positive.
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